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Signal Paths
Define complex signal paths and apply Track Length and Track Match
rules. Rules defined can be applied to all critical signal paths simplifying
this process for all complex net structures.

Net Spacing Rules
Net spacings provide a more detailed level of separation for critical nets

Sub Nets

where explicit rules aren't covered by net classes.These rules can be

Where a net requires branch points, such as those used in daisy chain

easily applied to any net, signal path, subnet, differential pair or chain.

configurations, the SubNets dialog lets you easily create these using a
simple point and click dialog to make net selections.

Differential Pair Chains
Where Differential Pairs run through series components, you can define the

Easily define your rule sets and apply to
multiple nets using powerful rule
structures, like Max Net length difference

path they will take as a Differential Pair Chain within Pulsonix. Using the
constraint manager, complex rule sets can then be easily applied to these chains.

Create complex differential pair
rules using the constraint manage
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Net Spacing Rules
For any track selection, you can interactively apply the serpentine
routing by simply moving the cursor.The interactive tool utilises
constraint rules defined for the net or differential pair.

Pulsonix Vault
Provided free of charge to all Pulsonix version 9.0 users, the Pulsonix
Vault offers effective management and revision control of your Pulsonix
design data.Whether working on straightforward projects or as a
collective, the Vault works in the knowledge that all aspects of your
working process is managed and audited.
The Pulsonix Vault is supported on multiple sources of storage including
local drives, server,VPN and remote servers, such is the flexibility of this
tool.
Revision/Version Control functionality will be provided for designs (and
related files such as Technologies) and libraries (Parts, Footprints and
Symbols).The 'folderlike' structure allows items to be grouped in a
logical arrangement, in the same way as they would be organised into
folders in the normal Windows file system.
All aspects of the Vault usage are customisable; such as revision naming,
administration rights and access permissions, folders and storage.
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